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The Department of History had organized an UGC sponsored special lecture on 07th March
2016, on the topic ‘Trajectories of Early Indian Modernity.’ Dr. Pius Malekandathil, Professor,
Centre for Historical Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi delivered the lecture.
The programme started with the welcome address of Dr. L. Selvanathan, Head, Department of
History. He praised the academic freedom in the campus of JNU which enables its students to
think what India will think tomorrow. The chief guest was introduced by Dr. A. ArputhaSelvi,
Vice President of the Association.
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Dr. Pius Malekandathil started his lecture by revealing his personal regards for Loyola College
and the part which it plays in molding the future generations of India. The chief guest then
switched over to the complex definitions of the word ‘modernity’ and spoke in detail about the
contributions of philosophers like Kant, Descartes and Marx in formulating its scope. The
professor minutely brought out the necessity of questioning an authority which is enjoying
uncontrolled sway over the populace and said that notion of questioning created the world of
modernity.
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The chief guest then remarked that the post-enlightenment era in Europe had ushered in
modernity in later world and also pointed out that Ming China and Bhakti society in India had
also experienced modernity as it questioned the existed authority and had rational beliefs. Then
he took the students to a trajectory of Indian Modernity which is very much unnoticed i.e., the
role of oceanic trade in bringing modernity into India. The Professor later described the pepper
trade which had brought wide spread changes in the southern ranges of Western Ghats in
Kerala and Tamilnadu. He also emphasized on the tobacco plantations in Kingdom of Cochin
(Kochi) which was its major bread-earner.



Dr. Pius Malekandathil delivering the lecture

Dr. Pius Malekandathil spoke in detail about the statistics of pepper trade in bahars(bharams)
and the huge amount of Indian trade through Nagapattinam, Mausulipattinam and Calicut
gave the students a good picture on the sophisticated trade which we undertook with the
world. He also brought in the evolution of Malayalam language from Early Tamil with the
works of ThunchathEzhuthachan and PoonthanamNamboothiri in the wake of economic boom
in Kerala. He concluded the lecture by taking the audience up to the advent of changes that
industrial revolution brought into the world.
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Then the question - answer session was held in which Mrs. D. Anuradha queried, on whether
the tobacco cultivation in Cochin was on the same lines of oppressing Culture System in East
Indies. The chief guest answered that the cultivation in Cochin was much rewarding to the
peasants as the property never belongs to the traders. Mr. George Joseph of III B.A. History
asked a hypothetic question which queried the future in which the Europeans would have
never come.
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The Professor replied him that the degeneration of Indian Economy would have changed in
another line as it cannot withhold an administration ailing with powerlessness and weak central
authority.
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Mr. Mahendranath.S., III B.A. History, Secretary of History Association gave the reflection
address on the lecture. He spoke about the difference in the words ‘modernisation’ and
‘modernity’. He mentioned how the advent of enlightenment could demarcate Europe from
other nations and with its own history. Mr. Mahendranath remarked, the trajectories of
modernity lies in the rational thought of human kind and the value of private space for a
human being. He also emphasized on studying modernity after acknowledging Indian situation
while not forgetting European role.The lecture came to an end and Mr. Subash S. II M.A.
History, Joint Secretary, History Association delivered the vote of thanks.


